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The Meaning(s) of Lens Meaning
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As Q phatogmpher and on art t:dumtor. I want to come tO.ll bdUr w~.
standingof hoaIlms imsges (photographs. film and fekuision).rorruey mtlUJl"$'
This is not II trivial or purdy aaukmic Q)t'Tcm.'- Rtx:DI.tly mtdlD td~ J?avid
TImd has CIbst'rved that "mc:lit3 stwfiLs ofo.ny bnd Qn' f1Irtllll.lly nonaistmt In .de.
menUlryand set:t:miJJlry 5drools. Yd smm,.s stloldiLs offilm, photogmphy, and vfdtO
are"et:iIt:d most in these IIzttn amlS, asstudmls D1counta powerful mtehalU~
of soriaiiZll'tion that will follCM them the rest of their lives.•. Vv1thout ~ ~gogiaz},
impmatiot. IN bmultT mission of Pll!$,tssi~ culhm ~ds In ]lDPQrdy'
(frend.1988, p.l0). It is hoped thIll thedlSCllssion of the mttlJtlng of thL:se.medlD
iniriattd here en" drrr.o further atlmtion among edwaifDrS to Iht pa«T lind Impact
oj thest fms medin.

Lens Meaning
In his essay ·On the- Invention of Photographic Meaning.· Sekula
(1984) suggests that:

AU photographic communication ~eems to, take
lace within the conditions of a kind of bmary
olklore. That is, there is a 'symbolist' folkmyth
and a 'realist' folk-myth. The mis.leading but
popula r form of this opposition is ' art photography' 'Is. 'documentary photography: Ev~ph?
tograph tends, at any given moment of readiJig lR
any given context,. tow~ one of these two poles
of meaning. The OPPOSitiOns bem.·ten these two
poles are as foUows: photographer as seer vs.
photographer as witness, photographyas~res
sion vs. photography as reportage, lheo~es of
imagination (and inner truth) vs. .thrones . of
empirical truth. affective v.t.lue vs. lRformatiVe
v.t.lue, and finally, metaphoric signification vs.
metonymic signification (pp. :zo..21).

f.

Sekula refers directly to two (form as meaning and cont~nt~ me~~g) a~d
tndirectly to a third (context as meaninRi layer of signification m his ~
cussionof photographic meaning.. Sekufa' s argument suggests that there IS
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a constant tension beMeen the form and content notions of meaning. I take
from his plating of context outside of this struggle that it functions as an
over. aKhing influence on meaning much like' the arena is the larger context
in which twO boxers vie for domination.
Allan Sekula's tri partite conception of photographic meaning is a
useful starting point tn our discussion. but in order to expand his notions to
indude photography, film. and television I must create a term:' lensmmning'
bywhlch I mean the understanding that results from ouruse oflens images.
By lens images I mean any visual representation, whether projected on a
screen (induding a television screen) or in the air (as in a holograpn) or
printed on a page or otbe.Tsurface that has been created or ~roduced with
the aid of a lens and any chemicaUy or electronicaUy light sensitive matrix.
I hope that I am aVOiding the pitfalls that Michael Saiven attnllUtes to
redefinition in conceptual analysis Cm 1aege~1983, p.l38.) simply because
/tns nm2nfng, as far as 1 can tell, is a new term,. not a redefinition of an older
one. In one sense the term narrows considerably a large field in philosophy
by limiting our concern to meaning only as it ~fers to lens images. At the
same time, by combining the technologies of photography, film. and
television, it runs counter to much of the modernist writing whlch tries to
explore the 'nature' and uniqueness of each separa tely.
Mypurpos.e he~ is to analyze terminology that people use 10 discuss
critically lens media and imagery and to suggest that the ntw term. ems
mmning, can be applied 10 much of whal has been said about photograpny,
film. and television. Additionally, I want to argue thai coUapsing these
Ih~e technologiesimoone targercategoryis both a useful and an app ropri.
ate [If not final) step when considering their v\su.ill signifiation. A.D.
Coleman has applied 1. David Bolter 's concept of '" defining technology'"
(Coleman,1986, p.lO) to the lens.. Bolter (19M) suggests that:
A defining technology develops links, metaphorica1 or otherwise, with .iI culture's science,
philosophy or literature; it is always available to
serve as a metaphor. example, model. or symbol
A defining technology resembles a magnifying
glass, whlch collects and focuses seeminglydisparate ideas in a culture into one bright. sometimes
pierang ray. Technologydoes not call forth major
cultural changes by i~lf, but it does bring ideas
into nev.' focus by explaining or exemplifying them
in new .....ays to larger audiences (p.l1).
It is intriguing that Bolter, in discussing the computer whlch he wants
to label a defining technology because he feels that it has resulted in
a·general redefinition oLmanldnd's [relationship] to the world of nature:
(p.9) usesthe metaphor of the lens just in the way that he suggests a defining
technology would be used. Coleman starts from this base and traces the
impact of the lens from its beginnings to the 16tncentury. Itisbetween 155().
1553, heargues, that western chrilization became a lens culture. In thatthree
vear span: Girolamo Cardano built the first ' modem' camera by affixing a
lens to the light.admitting aperture of l camera obscura; Franciscus
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Maurolycus first suggested that the human eye: is like a lens; and the two
British mathematicians, Leonard and Thomas Digges, designrd the first
compound lens (Coleman.I986, p.13).
While Coleman's notion of the rapidity of cultural change is problematic.. his argument at least makes the important point that in that short
tJtree-year period the groundwurk had bttn laid for: the photognphic
rKOrding of information; the generation of ne"'A' visual information in the
sense that a compound lens makes it possible for us to see what our eyes
naturally cannot; and perhaps most importantly, for usto accept theimages
producrd by the lens as being like what our eyes see. Movingto the prestnt
we must ruognize that these three qualities of the lens have been incorporated Qjterally) into a mass communications network. that Hans Magnus Enzenberger (1974) had labelled .. the consciousn~ industry.·
Thus.._it would seem to be vital to our advanctment as a culture that we come to understand the
extent to which lenses shape, filter and otherwise
alter the data which passes through them the
extreme degree to which the lens itself irrjorms our
information. This influence, though radical in
many cases, often matlitet.ts itself subtly. Yet even
the most blatant distortions tend to be taken for
grantrd as a result of the enduring cultural confidence in the essential trustworthiness and impartialityof what isin facta technology~nantwith
cultural bias and highly susceptible t o
manipulation (Coleman.l986, p.IS).
It is reasonable to speak of any human product as meaningful As
Oakeshott (1975) argues:
J

human being is the inhabitant of a wortd com-

pos.ed. not of ' things', but of meanings; that is, of
occurrences in some manner recognized.. identified understood and responded to in terms of this
understanding. It isa world of se-ntiments, beliefs,
and it indudes also artifacts (such as books,
icture5,musical compositions, tools and utensils)
orthese, also, are' expressions' which have meanings and which require to ~ understood in order
to be used and enjoyed ( p.I9).

r.

Bul in addition to this general se-nse, lens images are both systematic
and institutional" with the Ims providing the system, and the mass media
providing the institution. This implies that talking about lms mmning has
much the same logic as talking about meaning and language.

.4rRU:rmt (1965), suggests that the most naive notion of meaning is what he

~1s t~e causal ~eo ry.· He describes meaning in this context as beingper_
cetvrd In PavlOVIan terms. '"An utterance corresponds to the dinner-bell
~!,d the. eftee: of the utteranC! to the dOg'ssalivating (p.I7}." In contrast an
Inte~tlo,:,a1 theory of mearungkeys on the speaker's intention. Somehow
~eam.ng IS mold~ by the speaker and the listener's job is to discover that
(~ten~o.n. Barry s own conception of meaning takes into account both the
lin$UlStiC fonns and ~onventions of a langua~ on the one hand, and the
soaal context of particular speech acts on the other.
Just ~ an individual word may have different
mearungs and one discovers which meaning is
relevant by seeing which fits in with the rest of the
sentence, so a sentence may have different meanings and one discovers whlCh is relevant bvexam_
ining the ccmtat of its utterance, which Uldudes
both the linguistic context (what was said before)
and the non-linguistic context (when. where and
b)' whom the se-ntence is spoken. etc.) (Barry 1965

p.'. '

' ,

. Barry'~ tripartite division of meaning. as will be seen, has direct

appllca~on rn the co~ideration of lou mauring. As with Barry, the tItrft
categonesof lms 17WQmng that will follow are not offered asbeing definitive
so muchas ~ful. As he suggests," surely the righc procedure is to develop
~h e categones t? 6t what one finds rather than force evervthing wiUy-nilh,
•
~
mlo p redete~rd. pigeon-holes" (pb"").

.

A funh~r InSigh t must be mentioned concerning our further inquiry

~to f~~ meaning. ~ S~ Acts. Searle (1970. pp. J2-13) argues that the
Jmgw.s~c charactenzation of one who is deemed to have masterY of his or

~er n~tlve tongu~ are valid representations of that language's structure. An
ldentlcal contention may be made concerning lens mt4ning.

Though the theoretic.aJ grounding lin lens mtWting1
for m~t members of this culture is skimpy atbest,
~e direc:t experience with lens systems and lens
una~ryl.Sextensive for mast olus. Thus, toborrow
a c~ncept from Noam Chomsky, the visual
equlVal~nt of lin~istUcompdmce in the language
ofJ~ns unagery 15 n~' commonplace in western
.socety and, increasingly, to be found world_ wide
(Coleman. p.IO).

rwould nov.' like to draw together Searle. Chomsky om). Coleman.
~y and add John WtIson, who suggests that meaning is the sum of the
v~ous ways that a concept is used (Wilson.I966, p26).. So armed, I am
go!ng to explore th~ lenticularcamptttnCt' ne-ces5ary to make valid representati0":5 0f lens mt4mng. Br describing the various ways that lens images are
expenenced I hope to build a framework for discovering its meaning.
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Three Key Metaphors
11tr« key metaphors have grown out of both film and photographic
theory which emphasize how viewers use images. Images are conceived of
aswindows, as frames, or as mirrors (An~'s, l~ pp.I2--~3). Per~ps the
most common and most disarming way we use: 1e~ lmil~ D as .. wmdow.
Film theorist An~ Sarin (1967), and photographictheonst~ohn Sur~
ski (1966) have both described this metaphor as a construction of ~edl
ated reality by the lens image, a literal window of the world .for Vlewer
response. However it becomes questionable whe~er we can ~ss such
images in terms of meaning. There are two .b~lc opportun~ties for. the
medi.ation of meaning in lens images; the first IS m the produ~on. ~hich t
will extend to include distnbution of the image and the second J~dunn~the
reception of the image by the viewer. If we assUlJ'le that the entire filmic or
photographic process is unmedlated then both the producer . ~d dthe
consumer of the image can be seen as looking through the ~e ,WID ow
on reali:r: At that point lens i!Ra~ co~pond to C.S. Pe':f« s (1955)
notion 0 indexical signs, and vlewtng lens unages becomes like l. hunt~r
tryi ng to decipher the meaning of tracks in. the snow. If the VJ~e: s
response to a lens image isseen only as u~edlated then,we are descnbrng
krrs f)Jf!Ilning in the Pavlovian terms descnbed by Barry "causal theory.
The subtlety of the effect of the window metaphor can ~ setn any
evening on the television neW'S. We tend to respond to the va.n0us news
stories as little 3Osecond facts without much thought as. to the nr~pact that
the various framingand editing devices have had on getting tJ:at b it of news
dov.rn to those thirty entertaining seconds. For ex.unple, consider the otten
broadcasted scenes of twisted automobile WT~ckage !ollow~d by the blanketed and barely visible form of a victim/ sUl'VIvor beIng whis~ away on
an ambulance gurney and the dosing words of a trent!'coated,. aucrophonedutching reporter. The viewing audience feels that It has ~derst~ the
'reality ' of that accident and yec. b~sed ~n both what they ,?d and dl~ not
Set, have no conception of the ramific:ations of that. ~~}. How ~ainful
is it to Set one' s family injured or killed on televlSl~n. t:or hO\\ m~y
months or years will the survivorof an accident tM; dealing,~tJ:' th,e ph~ica1
and emotional damage? Entertainment must be tasteful; It.lSn t until we
experience a tragedy li.kr onein the news thatwe come to realize how much
of that 'reality' has been left out
A different example can be seen in family photogra~hs. ~ film and
television are 'windows on the present,' then photography IS a ~dow ~n
the past Consider the boxes of family snapsh~ts that are gath~ng dust III
most households.. I am referring here to those unages ~hat were Judged too
poor to be placed in a photo album. It is extremel~ difficult for ~ost pe0ple to destroy poorly photographed or duplicated" images of family me~
hers. Even these visually inferior images refer strongly to personally significant people, places, and events. In this ~ photo~aphs take o~ the
same iconic Significance as a religious relic. Like the shver from the true
aoss: the family photo can be perceived as ~g one step d~r to 'what
was' than some other more iconic represe:nta nons such as a drawlR~. sketch
or painting. Virtually every writer in film. photo.graph)~ and t~l~lon has
had to deal with the apparent 'reality' of the lens tmage, thepomtbemg that

regardless of our lenticular sophistication. we, particularly in the west and
mcreasinglyin the rest of the world. continue to uselens images as evidence
for past events, sometimes even as literal emanations of them.
The contrast to this window metaphor is when we res pond to a
photograph or film as a construdimt like a painting by an artist This corresponds to Barry's description of the intentional theory of meaning. utilizing
what C.S. ~ce had called indexical signs and suggests a framing metaphOr. Our assumption is that what we see is not real but intentionally
meaningful Our task as viewers of this art-imagt is to discover the la~rs
of meaning that the artist has intentionally (and occasionally unintentionally) built into the image. Early theorists ~ho subscnDed to this notion of
filmic meaning include the Russian film dinctor and theorist Sergri Eisenstein (1949)and gestalt psychologist Rudoll Amhrim (I957). A film recently
rele~ in . 'orth America.. Commissar (Azkoldov, 1967), spedficaUy draws
attention to this tradition through the heavy ~ of montage in combining
unlikely imagery and musical fragments for metaphoric effect. Asa spe-cific
example, consider the following thrff shot sequences. In shot (1) we Set
thret young children squirming naked in their bath tub with their mother
in attendance; off stage a clatter of hoofs on cobblestone is heard. Shot (2)
cuts to the front of the children's home where we Set the thF'ffchildren still
wet and naked, watching the road. The camera pans from eye level down
to ground level as a horse drawn cassoon CMfying a cann on pulls noisily
along the road As the shor progresses we see alternately the wheels of the
wagon. which are rolling between the camera. and the children and the
three children's gerutalia effectively stop-framed by those same wheels.
Shot (3) di~lvl$ to ground level looking up as the eusoon rolls over the
camera' s position. As this final shot progresses the huge and unavoidablv
phallic cannon ad\'ancesaaoss the screen. lconicallx this sequence shows
us children watching a noisy procession. but the shifting point of view so
common in montage alerts us to an indexical level of meaning. Our task as
viewers is to make sense of these images of innocence and Wat sexuality
and power. There is no reason why any lens image cannot be used in this
way. Anytime that we recognize and try to interpret,. in a literary sense, the
'1igns of sut1lre' - the procedures of cinematographers, actors. editors, dirKtors "by means of which cinematic texts conler subiecth'ity upon their
viewers- - (Silverman. 1981. p.l95), in a lens image we are using tbat image
in a framed and intentional sense.
.
The m~t complex of the thtft metaphors is that of the lens image as
1lUrTOt. ~a~g from ~ychoanalysis and Freud's appropriation of the
myth of Narossus, lens unages can be seen as reflecting back on their
spectators. In the lrmgirlltri Signijin;(1981 )Christian Metzcomhlnes semiotic
theory with Freudian psychoanalysis in an analysis of film meaning. The
issue then becomes one of discovering the natuff of our Spectatorshi:r.
- m
relation to lens images. U one assumes, as Met:. does, thai there is a eep
5trucrure driving. or at least guiding our relationship with lens imr,;'Y'
then und.e rstanding from ~ perspective can only be derived throu the
careful discovery and analYSIS of that structure. Whether working om a
~aussurian linguistic model as Met:. does, or a multiple systems model _
likt that of ~ce, arguing for the lens media' s Status as a symbolic language
has pro..'en to be difficult The referential nature' of lens images gets in the
way of the arbitrariness that is basic to symbolic language systems.
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Kaia Silverman (1983) uses semiotic analysis and Lacanian psych~
analysis 10 discuss "'hat she calls suture. In her sense of the term. suture IS
a metaphor for narrative. Just as castration creates an absence and presumablya dissatisfaction or desire, awareness of the limited vision implied
b\f the him frame creates a dissatisfaction that can only bt' healed (just AS
hieral sutures help a wound heal) by helping the spectators to feel a part of
the filmic narrative so that they will forget about themse~v.ts.. The shot!
reverse shot sequenCf, as in the ~mera movement and ed!ting commonly
used when filming a COfl\'ersat:lon betwe~n two ~ple IS offered as an
~ple of this strategy at work.. By allowmg the viewer ~o set the.seron,d
person involved in the conversation. the person occupymg the ~ewer s
position -wruch is also that of the camera. is nudged toward adopting that
nev.' character's persona.. We an no longer in control of the ima~ t!'~t are
being presented to us but have relinquished or ha\:e ~d o.ur ~diV1dual
desires appropriated for control in favour of a.voyeurulic ~rqectlO.n.of our·
selves into one of the characters. The peculiarly mascuhne qu~bties and
metaphOrs that surround the notio~s of subjectivity, spe~~orshlp~ ~~ desire in the cinema have "been effectIVely explored by (enurust semlobaans
such as Teresa De I....luretis (1984).

The Complexities of Lens Meaning
Many writers using semiotic analysis ",:ith ~nema. se~ pho~ogr:aphy
outside of their disaJ ssion~ For them the baslc urut of slgrufication IS the
shot, (meaning one continuous sequenced segm~nt o.f a movie camera)
which rna\' be Iiterali\' the result of thousands of mdi\'ldual photographs.
Their concern is less With the visuaL per se, and more with ~he. narrative
fl ow and its Signification.. Max Kozloff (I ~ argues convmongl)' ~t
much advertising photography and some art lIJlages a.s ~el1 WOT~ m t~
narrative sense. He describes the ambiguous sexual relabons depIcted In
the bedroom scenes used by Calvin Klein to sell his blue jeans and cotton
underwear. By using dramatic stage lighting. young. mu.scular male ~nd
female models in poses that dramatize triangular and compl~ re~ation
srups in \'arious degrees of nudity, the ads create a world that IS lund and
desirable a.nd inlo which we an drawn as spectator<onsumers.
RegardJess of ho\V" orthodox our use 01 semiotics may be, this kind of
approach can impl)' a kind of rigorous analysis of lens images that would
only have a very narrO\\~ academic application. Semiotic analysis of film.
television or photography is simply too arduous a task to exptct of a general viewing public. Ii however, we relax t~e m.etaphor som~hat.. (and
use a larger mirror) thisrnticaJ analysisonlytmph~, In a general~ense, that
we become aware of ourselves in front of the lens Image placed In a social
context From the theater of Brecht, Walter Ben~min (1935) drew mu~ of
his inspiration for his essay, "The Work of Art In the Age of Mecharucal
Reproduction," ,V"here he celebrated the len.!! m~dia :s pol~ ntial to replace
art with something more like visual commurucatlon In whICh the audienCf
played a consdous and critical role. He argued:

M~cal reproduction of art changes the
reaction of the masses toward art. The reactionary
attitude toward a Picasso painting changes into
the progressive reaction toward a Chaplin movie.
Thl: progressive reaction IS characterized by the
direct, intimate fusion of visual and emotional en·
joyment with the orientation of the expert. Such
fusion is of grea t socia.I Significance. The greater
the decrease in the social significance of an art
form. the sharper the distinction between criticism
and enjoyment by the public. The conventional is
unoitically enjoyed, and the trulynew is oitidzed
with aversion.. With regard to theSCl"ftn. the critical and the receptive attitudes of the public coincide (p. 688).

Whether the polential for a fusion of oitidsm and rtteplion is often
met it is still argued that the lens media can be used ro r critical reflection
on both self and sodetv.

InSununary
To summarize: the term,. lens metJ.ning can be seen to involve three
partS. Our use of a lens image as a metaphoric window on reall", determines . its indexical meaning. our recognition of that lens image as an
alltnmai construction determines its iconic meaning and is rep resented bv
the ·~e· metaphor. Lastly, its context determines its symbolic meaning
and .~ represented. by the metaphor of the ' mirror.' That these visual
~bes can a.U be influenced by physicaJ contexts such as the ~uencing
o~ unages, the words, music and general noise that may accompany them.
gives us some sense of the complexlty of our response to the mass media.
Add to this the truism that each of us, as vi~ers brings to this experience
our O~'l\ personal desires, beliefs, and experiences which we contribute to
the construction of meaning. it becomes dear why trying 10 articulate lens
mmning is a substantial task..
As an art educator. I feel that lrn5 nlt.fV1ing and media education in
general ought to become more under OUT domain of influence. Controlling
the making of meaning in lens images is central to communication in a
postindustrial society. If art education is about children becoming visually
critical. creative, functioning members of Society, then art educators need
to open theircoUective, institutional eyes tosee what is being seen, taught
and learned through the medium of the lens.
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